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The Benefits

the construction companies.

The system provides more valuable time

For internal operations customers,

savings on billing, revenue recognition,

SBA delivers better and more timely
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labor tracking, subcontractor manage-

information they can use to manage jobs

The goals of the original system were to

ment, region/area/territory summary,
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allow cost tracking and billing for site

and use-tax calculation/reporting than
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development efforts for the service divi-
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number of staff in the AR department,
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stable business operating system.
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infrastructure provider.

It allows Project Managers a more

ber of leases.

The Solution

granular level of control over job costs

Customers receive better cost data
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while providing faster, more detailed job

on delivered towers and more accu-
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setup and estimate import, thereby
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control data.
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project managers to directly enter
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tion cycle in jobs is shorter and the cost
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more accurate for each month end.
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the combination of WennSoft and
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easily to invoices, creating fewer confirmation calls to customers.
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